Background: Semarang has broad area that cannot be covered entirely by single transportation mode. To reach a specific location, people often use more than one public transportation mode. Apart from Bus Rapid Transit, another exist namely angkot or city transportation. Multimodal traveler information is then required to help passenger searching for a route. Several studies of multimodal traveler information system has been conducted, however the data model for multimodal transportation did not conceived in detail. Objective: Proposes a database of multimodal transportation design using graph data model by taking Semarang as a case study. Method: We create our model in oriented entity-relationship diagram (O-ERD) and map this O-ERD to the graph database schema. Result: We develop our data model in graph database schema and we implement the model using Neo4J graph database for validation purpose. Our model consist of three graph node label namely Shelter, Angkot Stopper, and Closer Place. To validate our model, we execute a search query using the Cypher query to look for location with closer place to it. Conclusion: Our data model was successfully developed and implemented. Searching transportation route in the implementation of our model has been conducted using cypher query. It can successfully display all possible paths and routes. Our query can distinguish between one mode of transportation with another.
I. INTRODUCTION
Semarang is the capital of Central Java Province with an area of 373,78 km 2 . In 2015 the population of Semarang was 1,622,520 people. With a population of more than one million, Semarang is categorized as a metropolitan city [1] . As one of the big cities, Semarang has characteristics that are not different from some other major cities in Indonesia in terms of the city's traffic movements. The aspects of the city's traffic movements are busy and even tend to jam in peak hours both morning and evening. The high growth of vehicles operating on roads is generally dominated by the increase in private vehicles both cars and motorbikes [2] .
The government has made various efforts to regulate traffic congestion, one of which is providing BRT (Bus Rapid Transit) [3] . Apart from BRT, there are other modes of transportation, including City Transportation or Angkot. Angkot is special transportation modes in Semarang, because it can be dropped the passanger off, anywhere along the street.
One transportation mode can not cover all of Semarang area. People have to use more than one mode of public transportation to reach a location known as multimodal. The use of several modes of transportation makes people have to choose the right method to get to the destination. Information regarding the transfer of transportation modes is needed so that people can drive public transportation to their intended destination. However, currently, there is a lack of information about multimodal transportation in Semarang. Therefore, an application or information system is needed to make it easier for people to search what public transportation modes can be used to reach certain location.
Previous studies proposed several multimodal transportation information system. Zhang [7] . It is an architecture for Real Time Transit Trip. However, none of the works shows the requiremnt for multimodal transportation data model.
A multimodal transportation information system requires storage media points that form a route. There are at least two options for storing the data, that is using a relational database and a non-relational or NoSQL database. NoSQL itself consists of several choices such as key-value, document, families and graph [8] . Several studies of the NoSQL database related to transportation have been conducted. Vela et al. use a document-oriented database to store and retrieve public transport routes [9] . Later, they designed graph database to store path which is generated from the mobile application [10] . Both of these studies were using the entity-relationship diagram for the basis of database modeling.
Previous studies show that graph database have better performance when searching for transportation routes compared to relational databases [11] . Thus, the graph database can be an alternative solution for storing multimodal transportation network data. Graph database is useful for storing relationship between data such as traversing in social network and deciding recommendation [12] . The discovery of transportation networks can take advantage of graph traversing operations such as finding neighborhoods, traversal transportation routes, and finding the shortest path.
Based on these descriptions, this paper proposes a database design for multimodal transportation using graph data model by taking Semarang as a case study. The model is then implemented on a Neo4j graph database, [13] . This model will be beneficial for helping multimodal transport implementations into the graph database, so that it can search multimodal transportation quickly, particulary for multimodal traveler information systems. From the application development perspective, this paper tries to fill the gap of the absence of data model in multimodal traveler information systems earlier studies.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW

A. Transportation
The definition of transportation comes from the Latin word, namely transportare , where trans means the other or the other side and portare means transporting or carrying. So, transportation means transporting or carrying (something) to the other side or somewhere to another place. Transportation can be defined as a business and activities transporting or carrying goods and / or passengers from one place to another . Transportation is an important element and serves as the lifeblood and economic, social, political and mobility development of the population that grows together and follows developments in various fields and sectors [14] . Transportation development is very important in supporting and driving the dynamics of development. Transportation has a strategic function in attaching territorial integrity and functioning as a catalyst in supporting economic growth and regional development [1] .
Multimodal transportation is the use of several modes of transportation to move passengers or goods from one place of origin to the destination. Passengers or goods are moved from one point to another using two or more modes of transportation. In addition to the use of different modes of transportation, walking and cycling can also be combined in multimodal transportation [15] .
Several studies of multimodal transportation in Computer Science have been conducted including the shortest path problem [15] and multimodal transportation data models [16] [17] [18] . Bieli et.al [16] models multimodal transportation networks using objects. Bieli proposes a framework that uses an algorithmic approach to solve shortest path problems and provide multimodal network modeling. Unlike Bieli, Booth et.al. [17] use the model graph for multimodal and relational transportation and several operations needed to implement the graph model that has been formed. In particular, Lopez et al. reviewed several network model for multimodal transportation network [19] . In his work, Lopez identfy several network models for multimodal shortest path transport network such as time dependent graph and hierarchical structure graph. This paper focuses on the data graph model as graph schema that will be implemented in the graph database.
B. Graph Database and property graph
Graph database is a database that uses a graph structure to store data [20] . Graph databases provide facilities for creating, retrieving, updating and deleting (CRUD) plus other facilities such as indexing, searching, query, and path traversal. This chosen traversal path is the advantage of the graph database. Examples of graph databases are Neo4J, InfoGrid, and Infinite Graph . To help implement the database graph, a graph data model is needed as a bridge between data needs analysis and implementation.
The graph data model is a model where the data structure for the schema and instance is modeled as a directed graph, or generalization of the data graph structure, where data manipulation is expressed by graph-oriented operations. Data graph modeling is applied in areas where information about the interconnectivity of data or topology is more important, or as important as the data itself. Graph is a modeling tool that has several advantages for this data type [21] . Data graph modeling allows more natural data modeling. Graph structure can be seen and allows natural ways to handle application data, such as hypertext data or geographic data. Graphs have the advantage of being able to store all information about an entity on one node and show information related to the edge connected to it.
Graph data models exists in common usage, including property graph, hypergraphs, dan triplets [22] . Our proposed model use property graph as a graph data model for modelling eficiency purpose. Property graph is a ' multigraph' where nodes and edges are labeled with data, which is a key-value pair. An example of a graph database can be seen in Fig. 1 . The image represents information storage about blogs that have users as admin and followers. Node n 1 and n 2 represents a user and a blog. Both have id and name as properties . Edges between n 1 and n 2 representing relationships followers and admin with properties that specify these relationships [23] .
III. METHOD
A model is a depiction of an actuality [24] . This paper proposes a graph model, in a schema form, for multimodal transportation in Semarang. We follow the method proposed by De Virgilio [23] to develop our graph database schema. This method begins with forming an Oriented Entity Relationship Diagram (O-ERD). Once arranged, OERD is weighted in the following rules:
1. One-to-one relations are transformed into edges that have two directions (double directed) ω ( e) = 0. 2. One-to-many relationships are transformed into one-way edges, from low to high-marginalized entities ω ( e) = 1. 3. Many-to-many relations are transformed into edges that have two directions (double directed) with different weights with one-to-one relations, namely ω ( e) = 2. From the weights that has been formed, then nodes and edge graph databases are determined.
IV. RESULT
The formation of graphs in this study begins by forming nodes and edges of the data obtained. To form nodes and edges, first formed oriented entity relationship diagram ( O-ERD) first. There are four entities in this study, namely Shelter, Angkot Stopper, Closer Place and Road. The Shelter Entity and Angkot Stopper have a relationship called " connect". While both entities are the same -they have a relationship with the entity Closer Place with the name "close_to" relation. Stopper Shelter entities and public transportation is also the same -each has a relationship with the entity Road called "it's_in". The O-ERD of this study can be seen in Fig. 2 .
The O-ERD that has been formed is then calculated for the weight of each entity. There are seven nodes (entities) in the O-ERD. The seven nodes will be counted outcoming and incoming weights . The calculation of node weights is described below: 1) Closer Place w + (Closer Place) = w(close-to) + w(close_to) (1) w -( Closer Place) = w(close_to) + w(close_to) Because the weight of the outcoming of the node Closer Place is worth 4 and the incoming weight is from the node Closer Place is worth 4 so that the node has w -( n )> 1 and w + ( n ) ≥ 1, then the Closer Place node becomes a stand-alone node . 2) Shelter w + (Shelter) = w(connect) + w(close_to) (3) w -(Shelter) = w(connect) + w(close_to) + w(it's_in)
Due to the weight of the node Shelter outcoming value of 4 and the weight of the node Shelter incoming worth 5 so that these nodes have w -(n)> 1 and w + (n) ≥ 1, then the node shelter into a stand-alone node. 
Because the weight of the outcoming of the node Stopper Angkot is 4 and the incoming weight is from the node Stopper Angkot is 4 so that the node has w -(n)> 1 and w + (n) ≥ 1, then the node Angkot Stopper becomes a stand-alone node. 4) Road w + ( Road) = w(it's_in) + w(it's_in) (7) w -( Road) = w(it's_in) (8) Because the weight of the outcoming of the node Road is worth 1 and the incoming weight is from the node Road is 0 so that the node has w -( n ) ≤ 1 and w + ( n ) ≤ 1, then the node Road joins the node connected to it. Node Road joins the Shelter node and the Stopper Angkot node .
After all nodes and group nodes were formed, we build a graph database schema. After the weighting is complete, it can be seen that the O-ERD of the Semarang multimodal transportation model has 3 node from the previous four nodes. This happens because the road nodes must join the Shelter nodes and nodes Angkot Stopper . This means all the properties of the node Road also attached to or merged with nodes and node Shelter Angkot Stopper . The final result, graph database schema, is shown in Fig. 3 . Graph databases are implemented in Neo4j version 3.2.3 and we use Cypher query to implement our model in Fig 3. Fig. 4 is a query used to create a Closer Place node. Closer place node is formed first, because Closer Place can only exist once. So when adding a shelter or the previous Public Stopper will be checked whether the entered Closer Place has ever existed before or not. If there has been a node will be called with the MATCH operation but if there is no node Closer Place will be created first with the CREATE operation. CREATE (a:closer_place{closer_place:'name of place'}) Fig. 4 . Cypher query to create closer place node. Fig. 5 is a query to build relationships with the label "connected" to the BRT corridor property and its path. When building this relationship has also been built shelters node connected to the corridor together at once connected with the corresponding Closer Place. Fig. 5 . Cypher query to form a relationship connected with the corridor property. Fig. 6 is a query to build a relationship with the label "connected" with id_angkot property along its path. When building this relationship, built as well as public transportation nodes connected to id_angkot Stopper simultaneously. The Cypher query used for finding multimodal route shown in Fig. 7 . We use the road as a reference to find routes. These routes are then aggregated into a single list using the collect function [25] , so it can be processed later. This function will save effort to process data because it can minimize loops. Fig. 7 . Cypher query to search multimodal transportation.
The results of the search query can be seen in Fig. 8 . This figure is taken from Neo4j browser. The blue nodes represent nodes shelter while red represents stopper public transportation. As an alternative, the query result can be represented as JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) to be consumed in application [26] . . Fig. 8 . Query result in Neo4j browser.
V. DISCUSSION
We have created a data model using a graph database schema for multimodal transportation in Semarang. The modes of transportation in the model are all public transportation. The formation of nodes always starts with a closer place node because the node is an independent node compared to BRT shelter or angkot stopper. Angkot stopper is a unique characteristic of this model because it models where prospective passengers can stop angkot along the road being passed, because on Semarang angkot can stop anywhere on the road it passes. The search process begins by determining the nearest place and street name, where the passenger is and the final destination of the passenger. The final destination is not only the name of the road, but is accompanied by the closest place to the final destination. The query for that purpose is shown in Fig. 7 . The query in Fig. 7 still uses the collect function because route search is done for all possible routes, indicated by using connect * on kalusa MATCH.
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The results of query execution in Fig. 9 are shown in Fig. 8 , where there are two choices of multimodal transportation uses, namely BRT and angkot. The first route (gray node) is the route using BRT that passes through the Kaligawe shelter  Kantor Pos  Johar  Balaikota  RRI  Simpang Lima  Gramedia. The second route is a combination of the use of BRT and angkot which are indicated by the red color on the node. The route taken is longer, namely: Kaligawe  Kantor Pos  Johar -> (move away with angkot in Johar-> Jl KH Agus Salim -> Simpang Lima -> (move away with BRT at Simpang Lima -> Gramedia. Thus, the query in Fig. 8 can determine the mode of transportation and the route that is passed for each mode involved. The execution of query in Fig 8 verifies that our model can adopt two modes of transportation with different characteristics.
The model we have developed can adopt entity for the closest place that public transport passengers want to go to. The use of the nearest place can help passengers who want to go to a certain place while he only knows the name of the road. Cypher query in Fig. 9 exclude the nearest place node. The closer path in a road can be requested by adding the text "(c)" and "(d)" in the end of query, as the representation of closer_place label in both origin and destination. The query for requesting closest place depicted in Fig. 10 . Thus, our proposed model is differ from the model developed by Vela et.al. [10] . In addition to developing a model for the transportation route, the model developed by Vela et.al. adopts a 'special need', which is additional information about the route such as photos, comments, and so on. Information about the closest place to destination is not presented in the model.
Previous work shows that building a multimodal transport model is accompanied by the creation of an algorithm for route search especially for the shortest path route [19] . The model that we have created, can be implemented directly to the graph database, therefore we can rely on the searching algorithm to graph the database management system. This is very beneficial in terms of application development because application developers can only think about how to arrange search queries and retrieve the results, rather than developing searching algorithm.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper has successfully developed graph data model for multimodal transportation. Our model consist of three labels namely shelter, angkot stopper, and closer place. They are the representation of BRT shelter, city transportation and closer place near them. Our angkot stopper node is a unique node because the node models an angkot that can stop anywhere on the road it passes. Our model has been implemented in Neo4j graph database, where nodes and relationships are created using Cypher query.
We also have validated our model by querying our implementation to search transportation route by the guidance of the closer place near passanger. One of the important functions of the search query is the collect function, which can make search results better in forming the path. Unlike previous studies, the searching for routing algorithm depend on graph database management system itself. Consequently, it is fairly easy for building multimodal transportation with the help of our model because all route generated from graph database system.
